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Clean LNG Transportation Returns to  

Harris Ranch Feeding Company 

Driving down Interstate 5 in California’s Central Valley one sees an interesting sight, 

a sea of black and brown which exhibits a wave like motion.   This is the largest beef 

feeding operation in the Western United States, the 14th largest in the entire coun-

try and the sea of black and brown is 100,000 head of cattle.  Harris Ranch is a lat-

eral integrated cattle operation, working with western cattlemen and women to 

breed and produce top quality beef which merits the Harris Ranch label.  Harris 

Ranch owner, John Harris and management have that same dedication to improv-

ing air quality.   

In 1998 when the State of California provided grants to clean up the air through the use of 

natural gas, in truck fleets, Mr. Harris and management started to investigate how they could 

replace higher emitting diesel Class 8 Trucks to cleaner natural gas transportation.  Manage-

ment started looking at overall transportation uses in the Harris Ranch Family of Companies, 

with a goal of increasing efficiency and productivity while reducing cost of transportation.  

They decided to use their Class 8 trucks which shuttle corn from a receiving facility in Hanford 

California, approximately 50 miles away, to the Harris Ranch Feeding Company next to Inter-

state 5.  Investigating natural gas for heavy duty transportation Harris Ranch decided to use 

liquefied natural gas (LNG), as the storage pressure was 150 psi while CNG, compressed natu-

ral gas, had a storage pressure of 3600 to 4600 psi.   The lower storage pressure was deemed 

safer and provides greater range (miles travelled between refueling) and less tare weight.  

Along with a grant from the State for the purchase of LNG trucks, Harris Ranch received a grant 

for a LNG station. 

So in 1998 with an LNG fueling station on the premises and 12 Class 8 LNG trucks, the Harris 

Ranch Feeding Company started their mission to assist in improving the air quality in Califor-

nia’s Central Valley.  A year later 8 more LNG trucks were added.  All worked well for the first 

seven years.  According to Pat Smith, Corporate Transportation Manager, “Due to the heavy 

use of our fleet for seven years, maintenance became costly.  We continued using the old 

trucks until the State of California approved certification for newer natural gas engines for 

trucks.  Engine manufacturers had to certify their new engines to meet the new State and 

Federal government standards.  Three years later Harris Ranch Feeding Company was still 

waiting for engine certification while our LNG Class 8 trucks were just worn out.  When certifi-

cation was approved there was an additional cost of $82,000 and increased tare weights of 

2500 lbs.  At that time it was decided to sunset our LNG transportation operation.” 
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Harris Ranch took what they had learned from ten years and 15 million miles of natural gas 

technology use and continued to wait for the technology to evolve.  During the last twenty 

years, improvements to Near-Zero emissions in natural gas engines (which produce only .02 

grams/bhp-hr NOx per truck compared to 2 grams/bhp-hr NOx per diesel engine) made natu-

ral gas even more attractive.  The new Cummins ISX12N engine is EPA and California Air Re-

sources Board Low NOx Certified, clearing the way for Harris Ranch Feeding Company to rein-

troduce new LNG vehicles into its transportation fleet.  With incentives of Prop 1-B grants for 

new transportation improvements, the fuel system conversion costs coming way down in the 

last seven years and the LNG fueling station just waiting to be upgraded to 2018 standards, the 

switch back to natural gas made economic sense.   

Then Harris Ranch Feeding Company started looking for LNG fueling systems that would meet 

their needs.  Agility Fuel Solutions could provide the LNG fueling systems for the Cummins 

ISX12N trucks and they had a dealer in Fontana California.  While Harris Ranch Feeding Compa-

ny mechanics are familiar with natural gas systems, newer technology will require some train-

ing which will take place on-site at the Harris Ranch Feeding Company.  Twenty-eight trucks 

have been ordered, a $4.5 million project, with approximately 50% in Prop 1-B grant money to 

cover part of that clean air investment. The remainder will be the investment by Harris Ranch 

Feeding Company.   Is it worth it?  Yes, when you consider one LNG truck takes away the emis-

sions of ten diesel trucks.   Further a diesel truck can collect as much as 200 to 300 lbs. of ash 

in the filter over 200,000 to 300,000 miles travelled and adds to the weight of the truck com-

pared to Near-Zero for a natural gas which has considerably lower emissions.  

Another plus is the LNG fuel source, Clean Energy LNG is produced 191 miles away in Boron, 

California with very minimal winter weather condition concerns as compared to sourcing LNG 

from Wyoming.  Drivers are looking forward to the smoother, cleaner and quieter ride with 

less driver fatigue as they transition from diesel back to LNG.  

Pat Smith adds, “We are fortunate we have an owner who wants to improve the air quality, 

the sustainability of the land and the daily operation of our business.”  Next time you pass that 

sea of black and brown, just east of Interstate 5, understand the Harris Ranch Family of Com-

panies not only positively participates in the California’s Central Valley economy; it contributes 

to finding new ways to sustain the environment.” 
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John Harris wants to improve the 

air quality, the sustainability of the 

land and the daily operation of our 

business. 
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